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            Welcome to our Organic Wine Farm

            Terre di Melazzano

                
Terre di Melazzano is located in the heart of the Chianti Classico wine producing region of Tuscany,  half way between Siena and Florence when you drive down the renowned Chiantigiana country road that connects these two historical cities.  Our farm is spread across 40 hectares of land: 22 are planted with vineyards and 3 ha of olive grove.


The tasting room is situated one kilometer from the center of Greve in Chianti, and it overlooks rolling Tuscan hills with magnificent vistas on vineyards, olive groves, and stone farmhouses that have been here for centuries.


Terre di Melazzano is dedicated to wine production and hospitalityin typical Tuscan farmhouses.  We are committed to sustainable tourism and respect for the environment.
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            Our Products

                All of our products are the result of hard work and commitment at every stage of processing, from cultivation in the vineyards to winemaking in the cellar using only organic and eco-friendly techniques and procedures.
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            Our Accommodations

                Apartments are located on the farm grounds so that guests experience organic farm life and what it means to live in the Tuscan countryside.
The farm is beautifully scenic and relaxing.  There are two pools naturally immersed in the vineyards so that the environment remains intact - an authentic tradition in Tuscany and a philosophy embraced by all in the Chianti region.
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            Our Services

                Organic Wine Shop and Tasting Room


Opening hours

Monday to Saturday

9am to 1pm

and

2pm to 6pm

Closed Sunday



We ship wine and extra virgin olive oil worldwide!



Call in advance for reserve a tasting  

        
        

    



        
            A holiday in Chianti

                Some apartments that host you
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            Le case di Chiara

            Apartment Chiara
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            Le case di Chiara

            Apartment Barbara
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            Le case di Patrizia

            Apartment Alessandra
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            Tracy Regno Unito

                    10

                    Review: 1 settembre 2019

                    Eccezionale


What we liked: Spacious apartment, beautiful views, great pool, lovely wine, good proximity to Greve centre and bus to Florence., Chiara, Andrea, Elena and Alysa couldn't be more welcoming or helpful. Highly recommended!


        
       
        

        
        
            Estelle Australia

                    10

                    Review: 13 luglio 2019

                    Eccezionale


What we liked: Love this place. So quiet and peaceful with amazing views. The pool is the best. The apartments are like little Tuscan houses that have beautiful views and stay surprisingly cool. We didn't have aircon or a fan but it was surprisingly okay. Only thing I would say is try to hire a car. You will need to organise it beforehand. The property is only about 2km from town but when it's really hot and you've been exploring all day the uphill walk can be a bit tough. We were fine with it but a car would have allowed us to explore more. We ended up booking a bike tour to see more of Chianti. We'd definitely stay here again.


        
        
        

        
        
            James Regno Unito

                    10

                    Review: 24 luglio 2018

                    Perfect for a short, relaxing break.


What we liked: This is a fabulous and intimate hotel in the gorgeous Tuscan valley above the quaint town of Greve. The setting is perfect and the hotel staff are very kind, and treat you like their own.

What we don't liked: Leaving!
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            AWARDS

            CONTAT

            Terre di Melazzano Organic Wine Farm

                Via di Melazzano 6

                50022 Greve in Chianti, Firenze

                telefono +39.055.853190

                
                info@terredimelazzanowine.com
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